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Center, periphery, shadow. The geopolitical pattern after Euro-, Schengencrisis and Brexit  Georg Vobruba (vobruba@uni-leipzig.de) University of Leipzig, Germany   
E t ao di a  p o le s a e the Eu opea  U io s’ o di a  odus ope a di. This is o o  
k o ledge. But does it appl  e e  if p o le s pile up? What is the i pa t of the isis of the 
o o  u e , the isis of the “ he ge  a ea of f ee pe so al o e e t plus the afte ath 

of the B e it ote i  G eat B itai ? Will this a u ulatio  of ises t igge  fu the  steps of i teg a-
tio ? O  ill it tu  out as the egi i g of the e d of the EU? O  ill so ethi g i  et ee  
e e ge? A d if so: hat? In the following I shall offer a sketch, how current crises are likely to reshape the geopolitical structure of the EU.  I. The European Union is based on a specific geopolitical structure, composed of mutu-al relations of all single EU-members. Programmatically, from its beginning EU inte-gration operated by marching in step, hence consisting of equally integrated mem-bers. In practice at all times graded integration was the standard pattern, encom-passing different levels of integration, different living standards, and power differen-tials.  II. Already previous to the invention of the Euro it was clear that  introducing the com-

o  u e  i  the EU is a highl  o ple  e pe i e t  Padoa-Schioppa 1994: 163), hence the Eurocrisis its logical consequence. Thus, not its mere occurrence but its severity was a surprise. Indeed, the Eurocrisis turned out to be a fundamental challenge for the EU. At present (end of 2016) the Eurocrisis is not solved but over. This means: Due to the crisis several new institutions are built, but it is unclear whether they are able to master the problems related with the common currency enduringly or simply postpone a big crash. In other words: The Eurocrisis has trig-gered relevant supplementary institution building (Banking union, ESM), but it is not sure whether this will be enough. III. Since summer 2015 people fleeing life-threatening situations and economic despair in their home countries triggered a crisis of the Schengen arrangement. The Schengencrisis is a fundamental challenge of the European border regime, so far con-sisting of free movement within the Schengen area and strict controls of its outer borders. This balance between inner freedom and outer control collapsed due to the number of refugees, desperately trying to reach the affluent center of the EU, caus-ing several attempts to reestablish border controls within the Schengen area and triggering severe conflicts between the center and the periphery of the EU. Until to-day the EU is lost in a triangle between national egoisms, humanitarian demands and fragile political arrangements with authoritarian neighbor states in order to withhold refugees. The Schengencrisis is pending and overlapping the Eurocrisis.. IV. For such a constellation, more than 100 years ago famous Swiss historian Jacob Burckhardt (1905/2005) coined the te  K ise k euzu g  – crossing of crises. Does it mean that things deteriorate; that two crises mean double trouble?  Not necessari-ly, as one has to take into account that some effects of both crises might neutralize each other. Just to mention one obvious effect: Because the Schengencrisis absorbs almost all political attentiveness, the political management of the Eurocrisis has be-
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come much less hysterical. One crisis (Euro) becomes overshadowed by the other (Schengen). This was the effect, Burckhardt basically had in mind. But mutual neu-tralizing effects might go far beyond that (Vobruba 2017: 91ff.)). V. Both the Euro- and the Schengencrisis affect the relationship between the center and the periphery of the EU. In order to make this clear it is useful to understand this constellation as a political exchange relationship. The periphery commits itself to po-litical and economic modernization and to operating as a buffer in order to absorb several kinds of border crossing problems coming from outside. The center in return offers administrative and financial support, (selective) freedom of personal move-ment, and – in the long term – participation in its wealth. This was the more or less hidden deal of the Eastern enlargement and analogous of the European neighbor-hood policy. VI. The exchange relationship between the center and the periphery remained intact un-til the worldwide financial crisis after 2007. The Eurocrisis unveiled a strong depend-ency of the periphery on the center. Whilst in the beginning of the crisis in 2007 there was a kind of a mutual dependency between center and periphery, in the course of the crisis the EU-center was able to get rid of it. Thus dependency became one sided at the expense of crisis ridden Southern EU-members, in particular Greece. 
The  a ’t ut a ept fi a ial aid f o  the e te , thus fo ed to e o e e posed to transformative pressure which in some respect (Vobruba 2017: 77ff.) resembles former socialist countries transformation and its social costs. VII. The Schengencrisis in contrast manifests that the center depends on the periphery. Thanks to the treaty of Schengen, a new border constellation emerged: they are both national borders and the EUs outer border (Bach 2010). This double coding induces two effects. On the one hand for periphery members it means abandoning (or shar-ing) an important part of national sovereignty. On the other hand the center abdi-cates controlling the influx in the common Schengen area, hence their national terri-tory. This arrangement collapsed with the big flight peaking in 2015. Now it turned 
out that ithout the pe iphe  e e s’ illi g ess a d a ilit  to o t ol the om-mon EU-border, the refugee problem turns into a distributional problem several EU-members apparently are unwilling or unable to solve.  VIII. Both crises resulted in a breakdown of hitherto functioning political exchange ar-rangements. Thus the management of both crises aims at re-fixing political exchange arrangements at new terms. The Eurocrisis leads to a higher level of integration of the center and to austerity measures, covertly threatening the periphery to be ex-cluded from the Euro-zone or even from the EU. The Schengencrisis reveals the cen-
te s’ eed to dispose of a uffe  zo e, he e gua a teei g the pe iphe ies’ e er-ship in the EU. As far as the geopolitical structure of the EU is concerned, the impact of Eurocrisis and the Schengencrisis tend to neutralize each other. But this is just two third of the story. IX. As the Schengencrisis got on, political disputes became more and more concentrated on conflicts and bargains between the center, some southern members and some neighbors of the EU. In a shadow zone of these conflicts between the center and the 
pe iphe  u folds a de elop e t, eati g a so t of thi d ou t ies : EU-members, hardly affected by the Eurocrisis and anxious to stay away from any EU attempts to solve the Schengencrisis commonly. This might change the geopolitical pattern of the EU as we know it fundamentally. This is where Hungary, Poland in the East and Great Britain i  the West o e i to pla . What a  e e pe ted? A  a s e  a ’t e ut speculative. I use a sociological and a political argument. X. Fi st so iologi all : I  his se i al o k “oziologie  Geo g “i el /  a a-
l zes o fli t  as a odus of so ial i tegration in contrast to mutual indifference. For conflicts are normal in modern society, society building by conflict must be seen as the normal case. Of course not all kinds of conflict contribute to society building, the crucial point is, whether they take place within a given frame. Simmel points to 
o o  alues as su h a f a e, i stitutio s a tago ists a ’t uestio  a d da age 
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might play an analogous role (Vobruba 2012).  XI. Second politically: Whilst the center and the (southern) periphery of the EU is in-volved in intense conflicts about how to share the cost of the Euro- and the Schengencrisis, middle eastern EU-member countries and Great Britain successfully managed to keep away from such conflicts. And what is more, some EU-members try to suspend institutional rules, which so far provided a common frame for conflict and compromise. With respect to Eastern this is a step by step development, with respect to Great Britain it happens as a big bang, the Brexit. Whatever its final result: In the perspective of Simmel this clearly indicates one step out of an emerging European society.  XII. Euro- and Schengencrisis will leave a graded integrated as well as a divided EU: On the one side one can expect complex political exchange relationships between the center and the southern periphery evolve, all in all resulting in a geopolitical struc-ture of graded integration.  On the other side we will find some poorly integrated EU-members and halfhearted connected neighbors somewhere in the shadow. 
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